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Abstract. Semantic Web (SW) technology aims to facilitate the inte-

gration of legacy data sources spread worldwide. Despite the plethora of
SW languages (e.g., RDF/S, DAML+OIL, OWL) recently proposed for
supporting large scale information interoperation, the vast majority of
legacy sources still rely on relational databases (RDB) published on the
Web or corporate intranets as virtual XML. In this paper, we advocate a
Datalog framework for mediating high-level queries to relational and/or
XML sources using community ontologies expressed in a SW language
such as RDF/S. We describe the architecture and the reasoning services
of our SW integration middleware, called SWIM, and we present the
main design choices and techniques for supporting powerful mappings
between dierent data models, as well as, reformulation and optimization of queries expressed against mediation schemas and views.

1 Introduction
A cornerstone issue in the realization of the Semantic Web (SW) vision is
the achievement of semantic interoperability among legacy data sources spread
worldwide. In order to capture information semantics in a machine processable way, various ontology-based formalisms have been recently proposed (e.g.,
RDF/S 21, 5], DAML+OIL 29], OWL 10]). However, the vast majority of existing legacy data is not yet in RDF/S or any other SW language 24, 26]. As a
matter of fact, most of the data is physically stored in relational database (RDB)
systems and are actually published on the Web or corporate intranets as virtual
XML.
SW applications, however, require to view data as virtual RDF, valid instance
of a domain or application specic RDF/S schema, and to be able to manipulate
them with high-level query languages, such as RQL 18] or RVL 25]. Therefore,
?
??
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Fig. 1. SWIM Architecture

we need middleware systems that can either republish XML as RDF, or publish
RDB data directly as RDF, or - even better - be capable of doing both. Sometimes the practical solution will be to rely just on the virtual XML schema and
XML query interface of an existing XML publishing system. At other times, the
SW publishing middleware will be built as an alternative to the XML publishing
system, taking advantage of direct access to the underlying RDB management
system (RDBMS). It is also possible that the SW middleware will have to integrate data in some RDBMS with data in native XML storage.
We need to deal exibly with all these situations in a uniform framework.
A decade of experience with information integration architectures based on mediators 9, 30, 28, 22] suggests that it is highly benecial to (semi)automatically
generate such systems from succinct formal specications, rather than programming their semantics into low-level code. This greatly enhances the maintainability and reliability of the systems in an environment of often revised and shifting
requirements.
This paper presents the fundamental ideas for devising a comprehensive
framework that allows user communities to
1. specify XML ! RDF and RDB ! RDF mappings
2. verify that these mappings conform to the semantics of the employed SW
ontologies
3. compose RQL queries with these mappings and produce XML or RDB
queries (a.k.a query reformulation)
4. specify further levels of abstraction as RDF ! RDF views
5. compose RQL queries with such views
6. perform query optimizations.

The last requirement is extremely important in such systems. Queries written by humans will rarely have blatant redundancies but queries resulting from
automated manipulation/generation are often very "dumb". Minimization techniques, sometimes taking advantage of data semantics provided by ontologies
expressed in a SW language, can transform such queries into more ecient ones.
Figure 1 sketches the architecture of a SW integration middleware system
that we are building, called SWIM. The lower part of the gure depicts data
sources, that could be XML repositories or RDBMS. On top of these sources, we
have a domain or application ontology for a particular community, expressed,
for instance, in RDF/S. Mapping rules can then be used for the integration, i.e.,
to translate back and forth from RDF/S to the source data models. As a result,
through a SWIM server we can view the underlying sources as virtual RDF
repositories and use RQL to query these sources as RDF data or even dene
personalized views on top using RVL. In this context, the main challenge is to
choose an expressive, but still tractable logical framework in which the above
functionality (1-6) can be eectively supported by appropriate SW (reasoning)
services.
This paper only presents our preliminary design for the SWIM framework. We
expect to report on many of the technical challenges and engineering decisions
in future publications.
Related Work : Previous projects sharing similar motivations are described in 2,
3], 27] and 16]. Our approach is closest to that of 2, 3], while using a more expressive language for the specication of mappings and a dierent ontology query
language. The papers 23, 6] present formal specications of mappings from less
structured schemas such as XML and relational to more structured schemas of
the same level of complexity as RDF. Languages similar to our Datalog with
XPath atoms are also used, for example, in 8, 20]. Finally, compared to the
Datalog framework for RDF/S-based query mediation of 27], SWIM ensures
the compositionality of queries with views and mappings, as well as, supports
advanced optimization and verication services.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a motivating example for cultural data available in RDB or XML sources which can
be integrated through an appropriate RDF/S schema. Section 3 presents the
internal logical framework of SWIM and its use in the translation and composition of RQL queries. Section 4 touches upon the issue of query optimization by
minimization using dependencies while Section 5 addresses the issue of view reformulation. Section 6 examines mapping consistency issues and nally, Section 7
presents our conclusions and an outlook for further research.

2 Motivating Example and SWIM Mapping Rules
Let us assume an XML repository with cultural data, a sample of which appears
in the left part of Figure 2. This data could be queried using an XML query

Fig. 2. Example of XML/RDF sources and Mediation RDF/S schema
language, such as XQuery 7]. But now, suppose we add a SWIM server on top
of this XML data. For this purpose we design - or import from some community
standardization body - an RDF/S cultural schema, as the one depicted in the top
part of Figure 2. Now we can formulate queries using an RDF query language by
employing only few abstract classes and properties from our mediation RDF/S
schema. For example, the following RQL query returns the names of the artists
(sculptors or painters) whose work is exhibited in the \Reina Soa" museum:
SELECT Z
FROM
{X}creates.exhibited.denom{Y}, {X}name{Z}
WHERE Y = "Reina Sofia"

We can observe that the RDF/S layer is completely virtual. The actual data
can only be queried using an XML language. Hence, the RQL query we saw needs
to be reformulated by the middleware into an XML query. This reformulation
should be guided by a formal description of the relationship between the XML
and the RDF data, for example a mapping from XML to RDF. The question
that normally arises is: how do we express formally such mappings?
The rich theory developed in the relational case has identied classes of
queries and mappings (views) that can be manipulated formally such that various
problems like query containment, composing queries with views and rewriting
queries with views are algorithmically solvable 1, 15]. These problems can also

be solved in the presence of certain classes of relational constraints 1, 11, 14]. We
shall try to rely as much as possible on a well-known and robust formalism: conjunctive queries and views, and embedded implicational dependencies 1]. The
results about queries and views are easily extended with union, therefore dealing with the positive existential rst-order queries also known as non-recursive
Datalog. The dependencies can easily be extended with disjunction 12].
To dene XML!RDF mappings we will use an analog to the relational
queries just mentioned. We use the same logical shape as that of Datalog rules,
but instead of relational atoms, we use XPath atoms in the bodies (this is similar to the XBind queries of 14]). For example, the XPath atom .//Painting
(X,Y) is satised by any valuation that maps X and Y to element nodes in the
XML document, such that Y has tag Painting and is a descendant of X. The
heads of the rules dene RDF instances in the style of the VIEW clause employed
by the RDF/S view denition language RVL 25]. So, as part of the mapping we
can use rules, such as:
Painter(X) :-

(//Painter) (X)

Sculptor(X) :-

(//Sculptor) (X)

to dene the (direct) extent (i.e., the set of direct instances) of the classes
Painter and Sculptor in the virtual RDF layer. Property extents can be also
dened in the same style:
paints(X,Y) :-

(//Painter) (X),

(.//Painting) (X,Y)

Note that this mapping is not always straightforward, since there usually
exist schematic and semantic discrepancies between the source and the middleware schema. For example, class inheritance is not expressed in the XML document. Moreover, properties (let alone property inheritance) creates, paints
and sculpts are not used explicitly in the XML document.
We expect SWIM to be able to take the RQL query and the XML!RDF
mapping given above and produce an XML query (e.g., an XQuery). We will
discuss in Section 3 how this reformulation can be done.
In addition of being available in XML, the cultural data may be available
through an RDBMS, for instance in a table as illustrated in the right part of
Figure 2. As for XML, there is an RDB!RDF mapping which is also expressed
in a mixed language, where instead of XPath atoms we can use standard Datalog
atoms:
Painter(X) :paints(X,Y):name(X,Y) :name(X,Y) :-

Artifacts(_, X, _, "Painting")
Artifacts(Y, X, _, "Painting")
Artifact(_, X, _, "Painting"), Y=X
Artifact(_, X, _, "Sculpture"), Y=X

As in the case of XML, there may also be discrepancies in the RDB!RDF
mapping. For instance, in our example, the classication of an Artist to Painter
or Sculptor is determined by the value of the attribute kind, i.e., schema information is \encoded" inside data values.
Again, the SW middleware should be able to automatically reformulate the
RQL query, using this mapping, into a relational query, presumably SQL 17].

3 Query Mediation in SWIM
We need an internal logical framework that captures RDF/S semantics, as well
as queries, so that we can "virtually populate" given RDF/S schemas. It should
also capture - to any needed extent - the XML and RDB semantics. As we
showed in the previous section, Datalog-like rules are very convenient for expressing mappings, even across data models, such as XML! RDF. Based on the
experience of 13, 11] of performing XML query reformulation via translation in
a rst-order, relational framework, we propose to follow the same approach for
RDF, in order to translate both queries and mappings into this framework.

3.1 SWIM Internal Logical Framework

The SWIM internal logic framework employs rst-order relations together with
some rst-order constraints to model RDF/S. It is convenient to use a signature
with three sorts: Resource Property Class3 . The relations used have the following
meaning:
{ C EXT( ) i the resource is in the proper extent (i.e., it is a direct
instance) of class . In RDF class extents can overlap, due to multiple classication of resources.
{ C SUB( ) i is a (not necessarily direct) subclass of .
{ PROP( ) i class is the domain and class is the range of property .
{ P EXT(
) i ( ) is in the proper extent (i.e., it is a direct instance) of
property . In our model instances of properties are represented as ordered
pairs of the resources they connect.
{ P SUB( ) i is a (not necessarily direct) subproperty of .
The relations must satisfy some built-in RDF/S constraints which are considered by RQL. In particular, the domain and range of a property must be unique,
while the subclass and subproperty relations must be reexive, transitive and
satisfy the following subproperty/subclass compatibility constraint:
8
P SUB( ) ^ PROP(
) ^ PROP(
)
;! C SUB( ) ^ C SUB( )
This means that if is a subproperty of , the domain and range of are
subclasses of the domain and range of , respectively.
Finally, we have the property-class extent compatibility constraint, i.e., any
instance of a property connects a pair of instances of some subclasses of the
domain and range of , respectively:
8
PROP(
) ^ P EXT(
)
;! 9 C SUB( ) ^ C SUB( ) ^ C EXT( ) ^ C EXT( )
Let RDF be the set of dependencies (constraints) used to axiomatize the
internal RDF/S model.
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For simplicity reasons, we ignore metaclasses and metaproperties in this discussion
but they can be handled easily in the same way.

RDF j= d and whether RDF j= Q1 v Q2 ,
where d is an embedded implicational dependency, Q1 Q2 are conjunctive queries
and v is query containment.

Theorem 1. It is decidable whether

Translation of RDF/S schemas: It is straightforward to translate the information of an RDF/S schema to the SWIM internal framework as a set of relational
facts (in Datalog parlance|an extensional database), involving the relations
C SUB PROP P SUB as well as the names of classes and properties in the schema
as constants. Some of the facts obtained from the schema in Figure 2:
C SUB(Painting Artifact) PROP(Artist

name String)

P SUB(sculpts

creates)

Note that this set of facts will include all C SUB and P SUB reexivity instances
and will be \closed" under transitivity and under subproperty/subclass compatibility.

3.2 Translation of RQL Queries
RQL is a powerful language for querying smoothly both RDF/S schemas and
their instances. An RQL conjunctive query has the form ans (  ) : ; 1
n
where i 's are either RQL class or property patterns (as they appear in the RQL
FROM clause) or equalities involving variables and/or constants and  is a tuple
of variables or constants (range restrictions 1] are also required). Many RQL
queries are in fact conjunctive queries, e.g., the query given in Section 2 can be
written:
X

C

:::

C

C

X

ans(Z):- {X}creates{V}, {V}exhibited{W}, {W}denom{Y},
{X}name{Z}, Y="Reina Sofia"

Conjunctive RQL queries can then be translated into relational conjunctive
queries in the SWIM internal logical framework. Indeed, according to the declarative semantics in 18], RQL patterns have the same meaning as conjunctions of
relational atoms. For example:
RQL Pattern

f

X

 $ g@
C

P

f

Y

$

D

g

f g@ f g
X

P

Y

Internal SWIM Translation
PROP(a p b) P SUB(q p) P EXT(x q y)
C SUB(c a) C SUB(d b) C EXT(c x) C EXT(d y)
P SUB(q p) P EXT(x

q y

)

In the above RQL patterns,
are resource variables, $ $ are class
variables (and can be replaced with constant class names), and @ is a property
variable (that also can be replaced by a constant property name). Using these
X Y

C

P

D

patterns, the RQL conjunctive query above translates internally to the following
Datalog rule:
ans (z ) : ; P SUB(q1
P SUB(q2
P SUB(q3
P SUB(q4

creates)

P EXT(x q1 v)
exhibited) P EXT(v q2 w)
denom) P EXT(w q3 "Reina Sofia")
name) P EXT(x q4 z )

3.3 Composing Queries with Mappings
Starting with the internal translation of the query, we perform an interesting
partial evaluation using the RDF schema information, i.e., we evaluate rst the
schema-part of the query, namely the P SUB expressions. This is related to partial evaluation of Datalog programs 4]. Because some atoms (e.g., P SUB(q1 creates))
match more than one fact in the schema, what was a single conjunctive query
now becomes a (non-recursive) Datalog program. Here is one of the rules in our
example (the other two feature sculpts and creates):
ans (z ) : ; P EXT(x paints v) P EXT(v exhibited w)
P EXT(w denom "Reina Sofia") P EXT(x name z )

The next step is to translate into the SWIM internal framework the heads
of the rules that dene the mappings. For example, a rule dening the extent of the class Painter has the head Painter(X). We translate this into
C EXT(Painter ). In the same style we can translate the rule dening the
extent of the property paints(X,Y) into P EXT( paints ). Thus, the mapping becomes a (non-recursive) Datalog-like program with XPath atoms for the
XML!RDF case and a plain non-recursive Datalog program for the RDB!RDF
case. The composition of the query and the mapping is now simply the composition of two Datalog programs.
To nish the reformulation, we must still eliminate the intermediate predicates C EXT P EXT because they are not part of the data sources. This is done
with standard matching/substitution but it may increase (square, in fact) the
number of rules. In the examples we have looked at so far, however, the resulting
union of conjunctive queries can be minimized signicantly because many of the
rules are unsatisable and hence can be discarded (see next section).
x

x

y

4 RQL Query Reformulation and Optimization
Continuing the example from Section 3.3, we compose the query with the mapping for the RDB!RDF case. After eliminating the intermediate predicates
C EXT and P EXT we obtain a Datalog program with eight rules. Six of these
rules, however, are unsatisable because their bodies equate distinct constants.
Moreover, standard conjunctive query minimization 1] applies to the remaining

two rules. The nal reformulated query, after optimizations, for the RDB!RDF
case is the following union of conjunctive query (a non-recursive Datalog program with two rules):
ans(z) :- Artifacts(x, z, "Reina Sofia", "Painting")
ans(z) :- Artifacts(x, z, "Reina Sofia", "Sculpture")

Similar transformations are performed in the case of the XML!RDF mapping. We also encounter six unsatisable rules: for example in a rule containing both (//Sculpture) ( ) and (.//Painting) ( ) there is no valuation for
since an XML element cannot have two dierent tags (i.e., Sculpture and
Painting). The reformulated query for the XML!RDF case is given below:
y

x y

y

ans(z) :- (//Painter)(x), (./@name)(x, z),
(//Painter)(x), (./Painting)(x, y),
(//Painting)(y), (./@exhibited)(y, "Reina Sofia")
ans(z) :- (//Sculptor)(x), (./@name)(x, z),
(//Sculptor)(x), (./Sculpture)(x, y),
(//Sculpture)(y), (./@exhibited)(y, "Reina Sofia")

However, the problem of deciding satisability of rules with XPath atoms
seems more complicated to cope with. We expect that the techniques developed
in 14] will help with this problem and more generally with the minimization of
such queries.
The optimizations we have seen so far do not take into account the specics of
the RDF/S semantics considered by RQL. However, once we have encoded this
semantics into the relational dependencies RDF (see Section 3.1) we can use
RDF in minimizing queries. For example, by translating into the internal model
and by using minimization under dependencies done with the Chase&Backchase
algorithm 11] it is possible to show that the conjunctive RQL queries of the
form




ans(X,@P,Y) :- {X $C}@P{Y $D}, rest(X,@P,Y)

minimize to (the internal translation of):
ans(X,@P,Y) :- {X}@P{Y}, rest(X,@P,Y)

thus eliminating several redundant scans over the class variables $ and $
(rest(X,@P,Y) stands for a boolean predicate whose variables are , @ and
only). It should be stressed that if we just translate these queries into SWIM
internal conjunctive queries, the results are not equivalent in the absence of
RDF . The examples we saw in this section serve as a guide for design decisions regarding what kind of optimization facilities need to be incorporated into
SWIM.
C

X

Y
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Fig. 3. A Virtual RDF/S Schema on cultural data

5 Composing RQL Queries with RVL views
In order to favor personalization, virtual RDF/S schemas can be also specied on
top of the mediator schema, as for instance the RVL schema shown in Figure 3.
If we restrict our attention to "conjunctive" RVL denitions, virtual classes' and
properties' extents can also be written as rules of the following form:
painting_exhibited(X,Y) :- {X Painting}exhibited{Y}
name(Y,W) :- {X Painting}exhibited{Y}, {Y}denom{W}
name(Y,W) :- {X Sculpture}exhibited{Y}, {Y}denom{W}

Then, these rules can be employed by SWIM in order to translate RQL
queries expressed in terms of a virtual RDF/S schema into the mediator RDF/S
schema and back to the source schemas as well. Consider for example the following query, which retrieves the exhibits of the Reina Soa museum:
ans (x) : ; fX gpainting exhibitedfY g

f gnamef g
Y

Z

Z

="

"

Reina S of ia

which translates to:
ans (x) : ; P SUB V(q painting exhibited) P EXT V(x q y)
P SUB V(q name) P EXT V(y q "Reina S of ia")
The SWIM internal framework is equipped in this case with similar relations as those presented in Section 3.1 in order to capture virtual classes and
properties, as well as their virtual subsumption relationships as dened in RVL,
namely C EXT V P EXT V C SUB V P SUB V, respectively. Since P SUB V(q
painting exhibited) matches only the reexivity instance P SUB V(painting
exhibited painting exhibited) (similarly for P SUB V(q name)), we obtain
the following queries (called in order Q1 and Q2 ) against the mediator schema:
0

00

0

00

0

00

ans (x) : ; PROP(a exhibited b) P SUB(q exhibited) P EXT(x
C SUB(Painting a) C EXT(Painting x)
P SUB(q2 denom) P EXT(y q2 "Reina S of ia")
ans (x) : ; PROP(a exhibited b) P SUB(q exhibited) P EXT(x
C SUB(Painting a) C EXT(Painting x)
C SUB(Sculpture a) C EXT(Sculpture x)
P SUB(q2 denom) P EXT(y q2 "Reina S of ia")

q y

)

q y

)

As we can observe, 1 is a subquery of 2 . Hence, the result of 2 is subsumed by the result of 1 ( 2 v 1 ) and the original query against the view is
reformulated to 1 .
Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

6 Consistency of Mappings

When a mapping RDB! RDF, XML! RDF, or even RDF! RDF (that is
an RVL view) is specied by a user, its output (if materialized) may not be a
valid RDF instance, that is, it may not satisfy the built-in constraints RDF of
Section 3.1. For example, suppose, in the context of our example from Section 2,
that we dene the extent of the property name in an RDB!RDF mapping by


name(X,V) :- Artifacts(Y,X,Z,U), V=X

(instead of the correct rules given in Section 2). With this, the mapped data will
not satisfy the property-class extent compatibility constraint (unless the relation
"Artifacts" contains only "Painting" or "Sculpture" as kinds.
Can such an error be detected automatically? That is, given an RDB! RDF,
XML!RDF, or even RDF!RDF mapping, is it decidable if its virtual output
satises RDF ? Given the translations we gave earlier, in at least two cases
(RDB! RDF and RDF!RDF) this question comes down to testing if a relational dependency holds in a relational conjunctive (or union of conjunctive)
view. In 19] this was shown decidable for full dependencies (see 1]). Our dependencies in RDF are a little more general but we were able to show that the
result extends and we believe that we can extend it also for XML!RDF views
given suitable XPath restrictions.




7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented the principles underlying the design of SWIM (Semantic Web Integration Middleware) and described the components that achieve
semantic integration by mapping XML and relational data to RDF. The unifying framework proposed relies on the use of Datalog-like rules for expressing the
mappings and reformulating RQL queries. Furthermore, this framework permits
the optimization of RQL queries as well as their composition with the specied
mappings in order to produce XML or relational database queries. Last, but
not least, we showed how these ideas carry over to querying across mediated or
personalized RDF schemas by expressing a class of RVL view denitions into
SWIM's internal model.
Several issues require further investigation. Specically, we have dealt so far
with the case of conjunctive RQL queries and conjunctive RVL view denitions.
In both these cases we obtain a translation into non-recursive Datalog programs
to which we can apply well-known optimization techniques and for which the
problem of determining the consistency of the mappings is decidable. We intend

to study the conditions under which similar results can be obtained for a broader
class of RQL queries and RVL view denitions. Another issue is the exploitation
of knowledge about the source schemas and data in order to perform further
optimizations during the reformulation process. SWIM's internal model can also
accommodate constraints such as the ones expressible in OWL 10]. It will be
interesting to study the optimization potential that stems from the use of such
constraints (e.g., uniqueness or disjointness constraints) in query reformulation
/ minimization.
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